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Introduction

Proposal and design : -- to build orbit debris collector and 
re-launch into deep space after collection at place as Earth 
introduction to universe, think why flying saucer are all the 
same shape. 
Universal energy with us always. 
Can we have more safety from earthquake?

Including
Summary story edition

Call for deep discussion by email: 
David_OK_2013@yahoo.com
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Charles Darwin is a clever human same as us. We have all 
organs he has. He thought out a lot of  things so as many 
great people. Probably some of  us from this world also 
can think out something important. This is the reason why 
everyone on this world can dig in for more understanding 
and bring for discussion. This book came to start as a 
fiction or introduction for reading and public introduction.
The only difference from other books is:-This book is 
short but everything is like brief  summary written to leader 
information - a quickest way to know the important story in 
briefing, and can ask afterwards. 

Besides, smart people can read and add further comment 
to lead this world to have existing truth like people talking 
we can fly and steel ships can float some hundred years ago. 
We can listen, join discussion, dig in, and many things will 
become our daily knowledge and become mystery no more.

This book is the summary edition of  the story - to let reader 
know more things in a much quicker way. 

For more details of  any story please contact: David_
OK_2013@yahoo.com for or join "dig in" team.
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